Women’s experiences and contributions as nurses are as consequential a part of
the history of the Vietnam conflict as those experiences and contributions of men in
combat. Because they served in non-combatant roles, the women who served in
Vietnam have struggled against social conventions making Americans reluctant to
identify them as Vietnam veterans. These women were part of the Army Nurse Corps,
the Navy Nurse Corps, and the Air Force Nurse Corps. Nurses joined the American
Armed Forces effort in Vietnam for various reasons: to see the world, to gain life
experience, to pursue adventure, to protect democracy, or to serve their country; most
were entirely unaware of the depth of reality of war. 1

From my naïve perspective, I saw the United States
pursuing a course that President Kennedy had talked
about in his inaugural address: We were saving a country
from communism. There were brave boys fighting and
dying for democracy, I thought. And if our boys were
being blown apart, then somebody better be over there
putting them back together again. I started to think that
maybe that somebody should be me.2

In 1965 the first American combat troops arrived in Vietnam. The physical
reality of Americans declaring war on Vietnam was beginning to be realized, as heavy
casualties resulted from the initial battle.3 This naturally led to the recruitment and
arrival of further American troops and the necessary American nurses in Vietnam.
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Although nurses were predominantly female, it is recognized that male nurses, and nurses of other
nationalities also served in Vietnam. For the purposes of this paper, I will focus primarily on American
female nurses Vietnam. For further information on male nurses in Vietnam see “An Army Nurse Corps
Veteran Answers Questions From a High School Class in 1996”. Accounts of British and Australian nurses in
Vietnam are also available both in print and online.
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The first conventional battle of the Vietnam War was between North Vietnamese and American forces at Ia
Drang Valley, resulting in aformentioned heavy casualties, signalling an ‘official start’ to the Vietnam War.

The social climate created by the American government following World War
two divided the world into two camps – Democratic peoples and Communist peoples.4
The fear of losing Democratic power to Communist leaders and the perceived threat
that communism posed to countries such as the United States was used to motivate
American citizens to action. President Truman asserted in 1947 that it was the
responsibility of the people of the United States to keep global hope of democracy
alive, maintaining the freedoms of the “free peoples of the world.”5 President Johnson
expanded on this, stating the reasons for “why…we are in South Vietnam…” in 1965
We are there because we have a promise to keep. …we
have made a national pledge to help South Vietnam
defend its independence…To dishonor that pledge…would
be an unforgivable wrong.
We are also there to strengthen world order. Around the
globe from Berlin to Thailand are people whose well-being
rests in part on the belief that they can count on us if they
are attacked. To leave Vietnam to its fate….would (result
in) even wider war. 6
To the patriotic American, it would appear that action and involvement in Vietnam was
warranted by the inherent American duty to a people struggling to keep hope and
freedom alive. Little did the American people know that long before their last troops
withdrew from Vietnam in 1975 that they would face the reality that they had been
fighting a losing war and that finally, “…the Americans have been beaten.”7

Active recruitment campaigns at nursing schools found women willing to
volunteer for military service as nurses, aware of the need for nurses in Vietnam. 8 As
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military personnel, nurses generally would serve a one-year tour of duty. Although
nurses serving in combat zones were required to be at least twenty-one years old,
many who served would have just been eligible to serve, with 60 percent of Army
nurses in Vietnam having less than two years of nursing experience. Most of that 60
percent had less than six months of practical experience.9 Six weeks of basic training
completed preparation for nurses entering the Army and leaving for Vietnam. 1 0 Even
those nurses with age and experience weren’t prepared for what they would face both
professionally and personally in Vietnam. 1 1

Volunteering for military service through nursing was one way for a young
woman to assert independence from parents and traditional feminine stereotypes,
while at the same time having the opportunity to travel and begin a career. 1 2 Parental
reactions varied from fearful to prideful, a common sentiment being expressed by one
father, “War’s no place for a girl…it’s hard enough on men” in reaction to the
announcement that his daughter had enlisted.1 3

The premise of fighting Communism allowed some women to volunteer for the
adventure of seeing the world. Flying over Vietnam’s lush jade jungles and stepping
out into the tropical humidity of Southeast Asia, they may have believed they had
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found it.1 4 However, once their flight into Vietnam landed, or even attempted landing
amidst rocket attacks, the women were faced quickly with the uncomp romising reality
of living and working in a country at war.
Curiosity about Vietnam abounded and most Americans had no accurate
perception of the reality of the Vietnam war experience. As Ann Powlas, Veteran Army
Nurse recalls, “…I was excited…because Vietnam was what was happening.”1 5 Winnie
Smith recalls her attitude at age 21, “the closest I could get as a woman was a war
zone hospital, but I was…excited at the prospect”.1 6 Nursing was one of the few ways
that women could both serve their country and actively participate on the front lines of
the Vietnam War.

Another motivation for service was a sense of duty as both a caregiver and an
American. As Lynda Van Devanter recalls, “nursing was the way I was going to make
my contribution to society” remembering President Kennedy’s famous speech “Ask not
what your country can do for you, but what you can do for your country”.1 7

Nursing as professionalized human caring provides the practitioner with
knowledge, skills and experience to provide an effective method for carrying out the
“human role of caring”.1 8 The role of nurses sent to Vietnam therefore, was to provide
for the medical needs of the injured in Vietnam, to professionally look after and
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provide for the wounded, placing value on human life and compassion in suffering.1 9
Another nurse cites her attitude, “this was the kind of nursing you were supposed to
be doing.”2 0 In interviews with nursing students, “with very few exceptions, students
stated they chose nursing because they wanted to help people, to make people’s lives
better, to care”.2 1 War’s inherent violation of the fundamental and “almost absolute”2 2
value placed on human life by nurses, as caregivers would motivate many women to
service.

The commitment of caring and placing value on human life would be frustrated
in Vietnam through situations far beyond the nurses’ control. As President Johnson
himself said, "War is always the same. It is young men dying in the fullness of their
promise. It is trying to kill a man that you do not even know well enough to hate.”2 3 In
yet other ways, women’s circumstances and experiences in Vietnam fulfilled the goals
of nurses, as compassion, competence, relational trust, conscience and commitment 2 4
were invaluable commodities in wartime occupational situations foreign to stateside
hospitals. The obvious and urgent need for capable medical care gave value to nurses
as they cared for their patients physical and emotional needs.

A key characteristic of the Vietnam War was the lack of a distinguishable front
or discernible enemy. Thus, common perceptions of women’s war experience were
shattered. “According to military policy, women are not supposed to be in lifethreatening situations in a war zone…But in Vietnam there were no safe areas…”2 5 .
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Vietnam’s distinguishing guerrilla warfare made for no front combat lines or safe rear
areas.

In Vietnam there were no front lines. Non-combatant is an
oxymoron. Women did not have combat MOS's. They were
supposed to be safe in the rear, nurses included. Because
we were "non-combatants" we were not issued steel
helmets or flak jackets, so we had to scrounge them so
there would be some protection during rocket and mortar
attacks. American women didn't fight, but Vietnamese
women did. But everyone had the possibility of being
caught in an attack and many were. We didn't "serve" in
combat, but we were in combat.2 6
Women’s living quarters and workplaces were areas vulnerable for enemy
attack, meaning that women would be at danger and wounded. Incoming rockets
became commonplace for nurses in field hospitals. One nurse describes her
experience,
We got rocketed…at first it was scary. But I have to tell
you that, after a couple of times, you just get used to it.
You always had a flak jacket and a helmet on the foot of
your bed. The procedure was, when there was a rocket,
you put on your flak jacket and helmet and run to the
bunkers. If you were working there was a jacket and
helmet above every patient in bed. What you were
supposed to do was get them on the guys who couldn’t do
it themselves and then roll them underneath the bed. It
would usually be just at dawn when we got rocketed…you
learn to know the difference between incoming and
outgoing fire.2 7
Logically, nurses were “just doing their job”, however their circumstances make
their contributions more significant than simply completing duties. During a nurse’s
year long tour of duty, she would be called upon to perform functions beyond what she
had learned in nursing school, working on war wounds foreign to peacetime training,
with urgent heavy patient loads. Various estimates agree that standard nursing
26
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schedules were twelve-hour workdays, six days a week. Shifts would be longer and
more intense as specific battles returned casualties from the field, and days off
cancelled as patient loads grew heavier. “Time took on a different meaning. One nurse
said she felt she was caught up…in a craziness she could not control.”2 8

Even the uniforms of nurses in Vietnam were more like those of men in combat
than the pristine white uniforms of North America. While one nurse detailed the
frustration she experienced keeping her nursing uniform white while stationed at a
“showpiece” military hospital in Saigon, white duty uniforms were used in only four
hospitals in Vietnam. 2 9 Breaking with the traditional stereotype, oversized army
fatigues were standard nursing attire. The practicality and comfort that military issue
green uniforms and combat boots offered made them popular with nurses.3 0

The types of wounds nurses dealt with in Vietnam are representative of their
experience. While wounds varied with the type and position of the medical facility
where a nurse worked , memories of horrific wounds are consistent throughout
personal accounts. Intensive care units were considered more the norm than the
exception.3 1 Burn patients specifically are described as leaving lasting imprints on the
nurses who attempted to ease their suffering. Being asked what image would “capture
the experience of Vietnam” Kathie Swazuk answered:

…my most vivid memory was the burn patients…treating
burns from white phosphorus, flamethrowers, a lot from
chopper accidents…I think I can smell and I can see the
Note: Lynn Van Devanter defines ‘MOS’ as Military Occupational Specialty, p.318.
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31
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crust and the skin and it’s a very visual picture of what I
did day after day…just peel the skin off of burn patients.
That’s the picture I have.3 2
This memory was reiterated by others, recalling the scent of patients termed “crispy
critters”3 3 , which would return to nauseate nurses for years to come. Others
graphically recall young men “whose entire bell(ies)” had been “blown open” 3 4 by Viet
Cong landmines. Severe abdominal abscesses were common in patients, with nurses
having to attend to the disgusting task of flushing out pus, maggots and shrapnel from
the abdominal cavities of soldiers in order for organs to be pieced back together. 3 5
Other patients suffered from tropical diseases, shrapnel wounds, severed limbs and
any number of injuries.

Triage managed the wide variation in patient injury, separating casualties into
three categories for treatme nt. The lightly wounded would be divided from the badly
wounded but salvageable who required immediate surgery. Thirdly, the “expectants” –
those not expected to live – would be placed in a separate area to die.3 6 The depth of
injury and suffering of patients left indelible imprints on their caregivers. Nurses who
attempted to simply ‘do their job’ would try to maintain distance from patients, but
struggled with knowing that there was a person behind the injury, an American man
who belonged to someone, and who had also simply been ‘doing his job’. 3 7 The burden
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of having to decide who would live and who would die in triage loomed heavy on
nurses trained to do all they could to ease suffering and heal the wounded.

The sensitivity that some of the women had used to
provide comfort to patients back home sometimes
overwhelmed them in a world with badly injured and
dying young men. Comforting words and touch had to
take place quickly when so many young men needed so
much care.3 8

Patient grief over the loss of his comrades and perhaps his own limbs also
tainted the nurses’ experience. There was no adequate way for a nurse to answer the
questions and ease sorrow of patients,

The captain cries as I give medications…I can’t shut out
his quiet sobs or his words, spoken over and over again:
“What am I going to do? What am I going to do? What
am I going to do?” Awake patients listen too, staring at
the ceiling. A few cry with him… 3 9
Because there was no time or staff to properly train nurses arriving at medical
units in Vietnam, nurses dealt with the anxiety of inexperience. For a nurse in Vietnam,
long hours of work on exhausting numbers of casualties in dangerous surroundings
challenged the skills of caring that she had acquired in her formal nursing education
and rudimentary basic training. As one Intensive Care doctor told Winnie Smith
“…what kind of experience do you think any of us has had? There’s nothing in the
States to prepare anyone for these kinds of wounds, much less these conditions”.4 0
However, as Jeanne Diebolt asserts, “…when the waves of casualties came, there just
wasn’t time for self pity. We were too busy fighting to keep them alive…”.4 1
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Women who may have been initially motivated by lofty thoughts of defending
democracy from the evils of communism met reality in the faces of the casualties of
war. Rather than making political statements, nurses made realisations such as “My
job is to care for the wounded, not to ask why they exist.”4 2 However, as devastating
it may have been to ask why the casualties existed, it was inevitable. “Maybe there
were some normal, healthy all-American men and women who could spend 365 days in
that crazy environment and never once ask why. If there were, I never met them.”4 3
Further, the results of a ‘blind push’ toward something naturally resulted in physical
and emotional tiredness and depression.4 4

Coming ‘home’ presented it’s own difficulties for women. Although most nurses
would be glad to leave the exhaustion of Vietnam, they knew that home had no idea
what they had experienced during their one-year tour of duty.4 5 Reception in America
proved more hostile than welcoming. American involvement in Vietnam proved
unpopular with the general population and although many Vietnam veterans more
vehemently shared this position, they were generally viewed with distaste and disdain.
One nurse shares her experience returning ‘home’, hitchhiking to the San Francisco
Airport in her dress uniform:

…cars whizzed past me…A few drivers gave me the finger.
I tried to ignore them. Some slowed long enough to yell
obscenities. One threw a carton of trash and another
nearly hit me with a half-empty can of soda. Finally, two
guys stopped…I ran to the car… “we don’t take Army
pigs.” He spit on me. I was stunned.
I wasn’t angry, just confused. I wanted to know why.
Why would he spit on me? What had I done to him?…It
might have been simple to say I had gone to war and they
42
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blamed me for killing innocent people, but didn’t they
understand that I didn’t want this war any mo re than the
most vocal of peace marchers? Didn’t they realize that
those of us who had seen the war firsthand were probably
more antiwar than they were? That we had seen friends
suffer and die?…I almost wished I was back in ‘Nam. At
least there you expected some people to hate you. That
was a war. 4 6

In Vietnam, daily heavy drinking had become an acceptable coping
mechanism, “an elixir to help us forget where we are and why, to help us remember
where we came from.”4 7 However, back in “That place where cars have doors, and
showers have hot water that gushes rather than trickles…where people wash off a little
grime, not layers of dirt and sweat and blood”4 8 the even more extensive and
devastating effects of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) would ensue.4 9

Although PTSD was granted official recognition due to the experiences of male
Vietnam veterans5 0 , it was no less a real condition for female veterans. Some nurses
would readjust easily to life in the United States, but many others would be plagued
with anger, lasting nightmares of war experience, severe depression, panicked
reactions to loud noises and failed relationships.5 1 The natural coping response to
dealing with trauma as an inclination to repeatedly imagine the experience in an effort
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to make sense of it was characteristic of women.5 2 One theory of the nurses’
experience with PTSD provides an excellent explanation:

…what benefited patients caused the nurses to suffer.
They did not stop to think about what the stresses of war
might be doing to them. The motive that drove them
forward, more than any other, was a passion for
protecting and conserving life…(however) they could not
ignore their own emotions. They learned to weep at pain
and to lose themselves in drink as a way of maintaining
their humanity. They discovered that they could not deal
with all the wounded and dying day after day and remain
unmoved.
Those who did try to bury their feelings never faced
themselves. When they returned home, the fatigue,
anxiety, anger and other emotions they had repressed for
twelve months began to surface.5 3
All fifty women interviewed by Elizabeth Norman acknowledged the reality of PTSD in
their own lives, stating that “they remember well their war and are still stirred by its
emotions.”5 4 Nurses’ experience with PTSD was in some ways different than men who
had served in combat. Specifically men dealt with guilt over surviving Vietnam,
women dealt with guilt over their inability to do more to ease suffering and prevent
death.5 5

Although upon considering the circumstances, experiences, and contributions of
American nurses who served tours of duty in Vietnam it is clear they are veterans of
the Vietnam War, they were not recognized or honoured as such when they returned
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to the “world”. Even veteran-run organizations such as Vietnam Veterans Against the
War refused female veterans.5 6 Official research ignored the female veterans, and
veterans’ benefits proved inaccessible to women who required them. 5 7 As women,
nurses were ‘invisible veterans’, their contributions obscured by traditionally gendered
definitions of “servicemen”5 8 . Veteran Army Nurse Lynda Van Devanter was turned
away from participation in an anti-war demonstration on the basis that as a woman
“she didn’t look like a vet” although her contribution in doing “a hell of a job” was
acknowledged.5 9

To recognize women as veterans of war, the American government and
American public would require an ‘admittance of guilt’ acknowledging that military
policy regarding women had been violated and that women legitimately served as
armed forces personnel in the combat zones of Vietnam War. 6 0 The military would also
have to admit to not having any solid account of the women who served.6 1 Not until
1982 with Lynda Van Devanter’s personal Vietnam narrative being released was the
“female Veteran” an explored topic. In 1993 female veterans of the Vietnam war were
publicly paid respect with the dedication of the Vietnam Women’s Memorial in
Washington, D.C..6 2 1993 marked the twenty-year anniversary 6 3 of the Vietnam peace-
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treaty signing, an amazing length of time for the contributions of an estimated 11,000
veterans to effectively ignored.6 4

Women both naturally inclined and trained in the relational profession of
nurturing and caregiving had to make excruciating life and death decisions in
Vietnam, dealing with terrible quantities of casualties within an atmosphere
characterized by the sound of incoming helicopters bearing the wounded.
Upon returning home after their tour of duty in Vietnam, Vietnam Veterans
would have changed the lives of others and had their own lives changed
permanently, nurses being no exception. Army nurse, Diana Dwan Poole
recounts, "My experience was both horrible and wonderful. Horrible because of
the destruction I saw to human lives... Wonderful because of expansion of my
heretofore limited world. I learned at a very young age, of the frailty of human
life, and the... strength of the human spirit... This knowledge has helped me
throughout life." 6 5
Recognition must be granted to women who not only faced many of the same
hazards that men did, but whose participation in the Vietnam War made as
substantial a contribution as their male combatant counterparts.

shift the responsibility of war to the South Vietnamese Army) in 1969, a cease-fire agreement was not
signed until 1973.
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11,000 recorded by the Veterans’ Administration. Other assessments range between 7,500 and 55,000.
65
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